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This is the LOGO created and  chosen by the 
participating students themselves 



     Started in the school year 2011/2012, the project,  which uses 
English as the official language of communication, involves  
high schools from five European countries : 

     Lycée  Madeleine Michelis – Amiens Cedex 1-                                   
FRANCIA           Coordinator 

     I.I.S Blaise Pascal  - Verolanuova (Bs) -                                           
ITALIA                Partner 

     Nagy Sandoz Josef Gimnasium  - Budakeszi-                            
UNGHERIA        Partner 

     Stredni Kola gastronomie a Obchodu - Zlin_                              

     REP. CECA Partner 

     Epas Kavalas   -Kavala-                                                                     
GRECIA              Partner 

  



Can Europe really be united?! 



The class involved in this project in our Institute 
is III C, guided by their teacher, the 

responsible of this plan, Prof. Renato Olivari 
Tinti in workteam with his colleague  

Prof.ssa Carla Pedroni.  

    The main goals of all activities we did are 
meant to facilitate, through mutual 

knowledge,  the overcoming of prejudices 
and sterotypes, firstly among young people, 

living in the new European context. 

 



The protagonists  



In short the project aims at: 

• Improving English; 

• Developing IT competences 

    (word documents, ppts, chat, videos,…); 

• Supporting problem solving strategies; 

• Strengthening the European consciousness, 
through tolerance and recognition of other 
cultural identities. 



    The «final product»  of all our work 
will be a precious digital book 
containing traditions, history, 

culture of every country, in 
addiction to the experiences the 
students will have done, walking 

this route together. 



You must know if you want to grow 



   Here some pictures  

of the  moments we lived 
during our first mobility 

 to the Istitute Epas 

 in Kavala – Greece,  

from 23/01/2012  

to 27/01/2012. 



The geographical position of Kavala 



Kavala is situated between two rivers, the 
Strimone and the Nesto,  leaning forward the sea 



Kavala by night 



   During this first meeting  
we did a lot of activities, 

aiming at reciprocal 
presentation of students 

and their schools. 









Folk music and dance 



Without any stereotypes 



   We participated to the laboratory 

classes the students in Kavala commonly 

do in this kind of professional institute, 

to become expert beauticians, 

hairdressers, electricians, stylists, 

technicians, bricklayers, carpenters…  

 



We also discussed about the work, 

the interviews, the researches and 

the surveys we’ll have to do, in order 

to make each other more friendly 

with the partners’ culture. 



Another step of this project will be a 

comparative study about the mutual 

stereotypes of every country. So the 

students will ask one hundred friends, 

not involved in this experience,  what 

they think of our foreign countries 

partners and then make graphics. 

 



Would you like a haircut? 



Or do you prefer an invigorating 
massage? 



…maybe you need a manicure!? 



A climate of sincere and open 
debate, beyond comparison 



… and the teachers always at work! 



A visit to the ancient theatre in Filippi 





The ruins of an acropolis of 
exceptional beauty 





An inestimable artistic heritage of 
eastern Macedonia 





The columns of the temple 



 St. Paul’s prison ?! 



Now let’s go and have a look at the 
town of Lydia 



St. Lydia from Filippi: the first 
Macedonian woman who accepted to 

be baptized 



The baptistery 



We’ve also eaten…of course 



… teachers, too:  
they could not live only of culture! 



Next mobility in Hungary 


